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Fantastic is a word I would use to describe this book, the very last supplement in the Werewolf

Apocalypse line. The scenarios are all entertaining and capture that doomed yet heroic spirit that

the game itself had. Have no doubts that each scenario gaurantees that heroes will fall and victory

can only be won at the cost of the entire Garou race.You can tell that the writers really loved thei

game line and setting and they wanted to make sure the werewolves got a proper send off and the

fans of the game are showered with plot points, helpful suggestions and open ended scenarios that

allow you to tinker with and add on your own points.I heartily recommend this book even as just a

good read if you enjoyed the werewolf metaplot or just wanted to see what Apocaplyse was going to

be like if you stopped running one of these games long ago. You won't be disappointed. By far this

was the best of the Final Judgment books that ended the White Wolf game lines.

The WtA had the most heart, despite it's action packed premise... This book was everything I



wanted and more. Amazing battles, heroic sacrafice, and betrayal. It was amazing....The WtA

creator's put their souls into this and it shows, it's open ended, yet as structured as you want the

Apocolypse to be.. It wasn't souless like the Gehenna book, but made you laugh and cry with your

characters in the end times...Buy this is you ever want to end the world with a bang in your WtA

books...

This book, the culmination of years of gaming in the world of darkness as the mighty Garou, is a

fitting end to the game line. The scenarios contained within are definately everything I expected the

Apocalypse to be like, with huge battles, sacrifices, and plot twists. I'd recommend this book to any

fan of white wolf, not just werewolf.

Its a good enough book for the gehenna series, but is still lacking in what I would call depth, that is

missing throughout Apocalypse.But its a fun book, and a few of the stories in there is quite epic and

fun to run through.

it's one of the most useful and inspiring book of the whole setting. a great amount of ideas for epic

horror.
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